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Transcription factors and 3D genome
conformation in cell-fate decisions
Ralph Stadhouders1,2*, Guillaume J. Filion3,4 & Thomas Graf3,4*

How cells adopt different identities has long fascinated biologists. Signal transduction in response to environmental
cues results in the activation of transcription factors that determine the gene-expression program characteristic of each
cell type. Technological advances in the study of 3D chromatin folding are bringing the role of genome conformation
in transcriptional regulation to the fore. Characterizing this role of genome architecture has profound implications, not
only for differentiation and development but also for diseases including developmental malformations and cancer. Here
we review recent studies indicating that the interplay between transcription and genome conformation is a driving force
for cell-fate decisions.

T

he capacity of cells to acquire new fates is central to the development of multicellular organisms. A specific cellular state, which
is defined by the cell’s phenotype and functional characteristics,
ultimately represents the readout of a specific gene-expression program1.
Starting with the division of a fertilized egg, a complex cascade of successive cell-state transitions results in the formation of hundreds of different
cell types. Cell-fate decisions are driven by changes in environmental
cues, such as cell–cell interactions, cytokines and other soluble factors
that trigger signal transduction into the nucleus. Signalling pathways
converge in the activation or silencing of DNA sequence-specific regulators, most prominently transcription factors, which comprise around
8% of all human genes2,3. Transcription factors act by binding to specific
DNA motifs within gene regulatory elements, that is, promoters and
enhancers4. Whereas promoters always localize directly adjacent to the
transcription start sites of genes, enhancers often reside at a considerable
distance from their target genes5. Once bound, transcription factors either
promote or impede recruitment of the cellular machineries necessary for
gene transcription into mRNA, for chromatin remodelling or for histone
and DNA modifications. In turn, chromatin modifications constrain the
access of transcription factors to regulatory elements. Different transcription factors may exhibit different activities. Whereas some are ubiquitously expressed, others show a more lineage-restricted expression pattern
and many have the ability to bind to otherwise inaccessible nucleosomal
DNA and act as ‘pioneer’ transcription factors3,6. The establishment
and maintenance of cell-type-specific gene-expression programs therefore results from the interaction between transcription factors and the
chromatin landscape that they encounter7,8.
Genome structure has long been approached as a one-dimensional
phenomenon (that is, as a linear fibre with functional elements separated
by a certain distance), but several decades of research have shown that
chromatin adopts a complex three-dimensional conformation within the
nucleus. This insight has functional implications for almost all nuclear
processes, including transcriptional regulation9,10. For example, spatial
folding of chromatin provides a mechanism for distal enhancers to connect with their target promoters11. Therefore, genome conformation is an
integral part of the chromatin landscape that transcription factors must
navigate to exert their gene regulatory functions.
The various components that orchestrate transcriptional regulation
act in a complex, multilayered and interconnected fashion. Therefore,

a seemingly minor event, such as the activation of a single transcription
factor, can have enormous consequences and induce a change of cell fate.
The concept of ‘emergent properties’ has been defined as characteristics that appear from the interaction between components at various
levels of organization, which go beyond those that can be predicted from
studying the individual components12. On the basis of this definition,
cell identity can be considered as an emergent property that arises from
the interplay between transcription factors, chromatin-associated proteins, epigenetic modifications and a spatially organized genome (Fig. 1).
However, cell-fate-instructive transcription factors stand out among these
components, in that they possess the ability to short-circuit signal transduction processes when overexpressed. This often results in the complete
rewiring of a cell’s gene-expression program and the reprogramming of
one cell type into another13. Moreover, these transcription factors are also
required for maintaining a differentiated cellular identity, as removing
them can induce de-differentiation and re-specification into alternative
lineages13. Hence, transcription factors can be considered both as catalysts
and as agents required for the emergent property of cell identity. In this
scenario, transcription factors would interact with a three-dimensionally
organized chromatin landscape and its associated components (including
various proteins and non-coding RNAs) during differentiation, leading
to a self-organized transition to a new stable state. This process results
in the fine-tuning and ultimately in the consolidation of the cell’s new
transcriptome, manifested as a change of cell fate.
Here we review mechanisms that shape 3D genome conformation and
discuss recent studies that address the role of genome conformation in
the acquisition of new cell identities from the perspective of mechanisms
driven by transcription factors. We focus on how transcription factors
orchestrate the dynamic interplay between genome form and function,
and propose several distinct roles that genome conformation may have
in the context of gene regulation and cell-fate transitions.

Basic principles of 3D genome folding

The past decade has brought tremendous progress in our understanding of the spatial nature of the chromatin landscape that influences the
action of transcription factors14,15. Powerful technologies, including
super-resolution microscopy and chromosome conformation capture, have provided a detailed and multilevel view of how eukaryotic
genomes are organized in the nucleus. Moreover, genome editing and
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Fig. 1 | Cell identity as a transcription-factor-driven emergent property.
Signal transduction induced by external cues (or modifiers, for example,
cytokines and other soluble factors, cell–cell contacts or metabolites)
modulates the activity of transcription factors (TFs). This process can be
short-circuited by the forced expression of specific cell-fate-instructive
transcription factors. Activated transcription factors, through their
sequence-specific DNA-binding capacity, in turn interact with a chromatin

landscape (epigenome) that adopts a specific 3D conformation within
the nucleus. Through the recruitment of epigenetic modifiers and the
transcriptional machinery, transcription factors modulate the cell’s geneexpression program (transcriptome). Ultimately, the interplay between
these nuclear components, orchestrated by transcription factors, results
in the adoption of a specific cellular identity defined here as an emergent
property.

near-instant protein depletion techniques, including degron-mediated
proteolysis, have shed light on the underlying mechanisms. Below we
discuss the current view on the folding principles of the genome (Fig. 2)
and the possible role of transcription factors in shaping them.

chromatin-modifying enzymes, can induce nuclear repositioning
and A–B compartment switching, irrespective of transcriptional
changes30–32. For example, the transcription factors yin yang 1 (YY1)
and CTCF have been implicated in tethering gene loci to the nuclear
lamina or the nucleolus25,33. Of note, recruitment of a DNA-binding
domain fused to a viral transactivator is sufficient to induce chromatin remodelling and gene repositioning towards the nuclear interior31.
Moreover, in a study of B-cell reprogramming into induced pluripotent
stem cells by the sequential expression of CCAAT/enhancer-binding
protein alpha (C/EBPα) and the four Yamanaka factors—OCT4, SOX2,
KLF4 and MYC (OSKM)—transcription-factor binding often predicted
subsequent A–B compartment switching34. These experiments therefore suggest that the transcription-factor-driven dynamic behaviour
of the chromatin landscape fuels A–B compartmentalization and gene
positioning in the nucleus.
The process of phase separation has recently been proposed to have
a prominent role in 3D genome organization35,36. Phase separation
describes a phenomenon in which proteins self-organize into liquid-like
droplets (or condensates), acting as membrane-less organelles that
concentrate specific molecules and excluding others37,38 (Fig. 3a).
In such a process, sequence-specific transcription factors containing
low-complexity disordered protein regions can form highly dynamic
nuclear clusters that interact with the transcriptional co-activator
Mediator39 or RNAPII40. These findings are consistent with experiments that revealed spatial co-localization of binding sites for transcription factors or polycomb proteins in the nucleus23,24,41–43. Nuclear
hub formation by factors that associate with either euchromatin (such
as RNAPII44, cyclin T145, Mediator46, bromodomain-containing
protein 4 (BRD4)47 or transcription factors39,40) or heterochromatin
(such as polycomb48 and heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1α)49,50) thus
provides a plausible mechanism for intra- and interchromosomal
compartmentalization.

Distinct and overlapping chromosome territories
As early as 1885, Carl Rabl described chromosome decondensation on
exit of mitosis leading to the formation of confined nuclear territories
for individual chromosomes16. The forces that create and maintain
these territories remain poorly understood; however, attachment to
the nuclear envelope appears to be important17. Although different
chromosomes localize to distinct territories, regions of overlap do
occur18. Selective separation of territories organizes chromosomes into
two interchromosomal contact hubs: gene-dense segments of active
(euchromatic) chromatin associated with RNA polymerase II (RNAPII)
clustering around nuclear speckles, and RNAPII-depleted inactive
(heterochromatic) chromatin enriched for ribosomal RNA genes and
centromeric chromatin residing near the nucleolus19. Intermingling of
chromosome territories has been proposed to be functionally important for gene regulation in various contexts and several transcription
factors have been implicated in mediating these interchromosomal
interactions20–24. However, functional interchromosomal communication between regulatory elements appears to be rare. An example is
olfactory receptor gene choice in neurons, which is guided by a specific interchromosomal clustering of enhancers mediated by the LIM
homeobox 2 (LHX2) transcription factor23. Moreover, CCCTC-binding
factor (CTCF) was shown to tether chromatin regions to the nucleolus
via interactions with nucleophosmin25, indicating that transcription
factors are capable of inducing chromatin repositioning to specific
nuclear landmarks26.
Chromosomal compartmentalization
The development of technologies to systematically interrogate interaction frequencies between genomic regions27 has resulted in the discovery of several principles of 3D genome organization. Such genome-wide
chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C) experiments reveal that
each territory spatially segregates into two chromosome compartments
predominantly consisting of either euchromatic (the A compartment)
or heterochromatic (the B compartment) genome segments27. Whereas
the A compartment occupies the nuclear interior, the B compartment
resides near the nucleolus and the nuclear lamina28–30. Similar to the
interaction interfaces between chromosome territories described
above, intra-chromosomal genome conformation therefore predicts the
biochemical activity of chromatin.
Functional studies of single gene loci have shown that chromatin-associated proteins, including transcription factors and
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Intrachromosomal topological domains
Hi-C analyses revealed the presence of spatially insulated genomic
regions commonly referred to as topologically associating domains
(TADs)51–53. How these interaction domains are formed has been
the topic of intense investigation. CTCF and the cohesin complex are
enriched at TAD boundaries, which suggests that TADs form predominantly between CTCF–cohesin binding sites52,54,55. These and
other observations have led to the loop extrusion model to explain
how TADs are formed56–58 (Fig. 3a). In this model, an extrusion factor
(for example, the ring-shaped cohesin complex) begins to extrude a
chromatin loop, much like threading yarn through the eye of a needle,
until it encounters an extrusion barrier associated with the DNA. CTCF
functions as a barrier for extrusion by interacting with cohesin only
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Fig. 2 | Three-dimensional folding principles of chromatin. a–e, Different
chromatin folding principles within the nucleus are ordered from top to bottom
according to their dimensions. Individual chromosomes (represented by chr. a
and chr. b) occupy distinct territories (a) that form interchromosomal hubs, in
which active chromatin resides near nuclear speckles and inactive chromatin
is clustered around the nucleolus (b). c, Within chromosome territories, active
and inactive chromatin segregate into A and B compartments, respectively.
A-compartment domains (yellow spheres) are positioned towards the nuclear
interior, whereas B-compartment domains (blue spheres) are enriched at the
nuclear lamina, forming lamina-associated domains (LADs). d, At smaller
scales, chromatin is organized into insulated spatial neighbourhoods referred
to as TADs or loop domains. e, Within these domains, gene expression is
controlled by regulatory elements involving dynamic interactions between
promoters and enhancers that are relatively restrained by the boundaries of
the TAD or loop domain in which they reside. Phase-separation processes
potentially act at each level of organization, whereas in mammals, loop
extrusion has been specifically implicated in the formation of TADs, loop
domains and promoter–enhancer interactions. Enh., enhancer.

when it is bound to DNA in a specific orientation54,56,57. Abrogating
loop extrusion by depletion of cohesin (or its associated proteins)
leads to a genome-wide loss of TAD organization and to increased
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Fig. 3 | Compartmentalization and loop extrusion shape genome
conformation. a, Left panels, spatial compartmentalization of the genome
induced by a phase separator (for example, a transcription factor or
other chromatin-associated protein). Condensates create 3D hubs that
increase the local concentration of relevant associated factors and boost
the efficiency of gene regulatory processes. Right panels, chromatin loop
formation through extrusion. A loop-extrusion factor, such as cohesin
(yellow ring), engages the chromatin to initiate extrusion of a chromatin
loop (top right), similar to threading yarn through the eye of a needle,
until it stops at an extrusion barrier (for example, chromatin-bound
CTCF, depicted as coloured triangles). The binding orientation of CTCF
(forward or reverse) is relevant for its interaction with cohesin, as loops
are predominantly formed between two CTCF sites with convergent
binding motifs. Stable loops (bottom right) are formed when the extrusion
factor encounters a functional extrusion barrier on both sides (for
example, a combination of a forward and reverse oriented CTCF site). See
ref. 145 for an in-depth review. Note that loop extrusion can counteract
compartmentalization to induce phase mixing. b, During cell-state
transitions (exemplified by the conversion from state X to state Y), an
iterative interplay between 3D genome conformation, the transcriptome
and the epigenome ultimately establishes new cell identities.

intrachromosomal compartmentalization, indicating that loop
extrusion and compartmentalization rely on different mechanisms
that can act in an antagonistic fashion (Fig. 3a). Compartmentalization
therefore appears to be the default mechanism of 3D genome folding,
whereas loop extrusion establishes insulated genomic regions that are
resistant to further compartmentalization59. Accordingly, in Drosophila,
which lack a CTCF–cohesin-driven loop-extrusion mechanism, TADs
are primarily formed by compartmentalization of active and inactive
chromatin60,61. Finally, transcriptional activity and RNAPII occupancy
have also been implicated in topological domain formation (reviewed
in ref. 62).
Although loop extrusion by CTCF–cohesin is critical for the formation of TADs in mammalian cells, a substantial number of domain
boundaries remain unaffected by removal of CTCF63,64. Moreover,
binding dynamics of CTCF fail to explain TAD border dynamics in
time-resolved studies of transcription-factor-induced B-lymphocyte
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reprogramming as well as across discrete stages of neural differentiation34,65, which suggests that other modulators exist. As several
transcription factors—including Krüppel-like factor 4 (KLF4) and
octamer-binding transcription factor 4 (OCT4)—have been shown to
interact with cohesin66,67, it is tempting to speculate that they could also
modulate genome conformation through loop extrusion. This notion
is supported by the observation that the transcription factor Zelda is
important for the establishment of specific TAD boundaries during
Drosophila embryogenesis68. Rather than loop extrusion, multivalent
transcription factor complexes with affinity for either active or inactive
chromatin might form topological domains by creating protein bridges
between different genomic loci69. Such a self-organizing mechanism
would be akin to transcription factor–coactivator-induced condensate
formation, which suggests that phase separation and compartmentalization could also have a role in TAD formation61.
It is important to note that TADs do not follow a homogeneous
definition. TADs vary widely in size and often present themselves
as hierarchies of nested domains (which are sometimes referred to
as sub-TADs70). Many TADs are formed by a chromatin loop and
show characteristic punctate interaction signals at their apex in highresolution Hi-C maps54. However, alongside these chromatin loop
domains are TADs that are not formed by loops (that is, lacking punctate
Hi-C signals), but that instead resemble A or B compartment domains.
These TADs have recently been referred to as compartmental domains61.
The two classes of TADs therefore appear to be formed by distinct mechanisms, but it remains unclear whether they also differ
functionally.
Local interactions linking gene regulatory elements
Promoters and enhancers predominantly communicate within individual TADs71–74, suggesting that TADs restrict the nuclear search space of
regulatory elements. Indeed, the disruption or establishment of TAD
boundaries may promote the formation of novel promoter–enhancer
interactions, resulting in altered gene expression34,65,75–77. The view
that TADs represent topological units of gene regulation is further
supported by the observation that they are often covered by homogeneous chromatin signatures and exhibit concerted transcriptional
responses78,79. Of note, the process of TAD formation itself, such as
via cohesin-driven loop extrusion, can promote interactions between
promoters and enhancers located in the vicinity of TAD boundaries54.
Besides ubiquitous chromatin-associated proteins such as cohesin
and Mediator70,80, at least some lineage-restricted transcription
factors—including LIM domain-binding protein 1 (LDB1), paired
box 5 (PAX5), KLF4 and NANOG—can mediate enhancer–promoter
interactions (for a review, see ref. 81). Indeed, engineered protein
oligomerization of LDB1 or YY1 has been shown to drive specific
promoter–enhancer interactions, providing compelling evidence for an
instructive role of transcription factors in this process82,83. Here again,
phase separation induced by transcription factors or their coactivators
provides a plausible mechanism for shaping fine-scale chromatin interactions within TADs. In this scenario, instead of the conventional stable
lock-and-key model for specific promoter–enhancer interactions, transcription factors would induce dynamic contacts between regulatory
sites through local condensate formation11,36,39,84.
The process of transcription itself might also influence the proximity
of promoters and enhancers in nuclear space. As well as a possible role
for RNAPII-associated proteins in promoter–enhancer compartmentalization via phase separation (see above), dynamic RNAPII clusters
have been proposed to form promoter–enhancer loops by recruiting
specific gene loci85. Additionally, transcriptional activation has been
shown to correlate with the nuclear mobility of regulatory elements,
suggesting a positive feedback mechanism between transcription
initiation and promoter–enhancer interactions86.

Genome conformation and cell-fate decisions

The non-random spatial chromatin organization described above
implies a role for 3D genome conformation in the transcription
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factor-driven control of gene regulation and, consequently, cell-fate
decisions. In this section, we discuss our current understanding of the
genome’s form–function nexus, proposing that genome conformation
can help to shape transcriptional plasticity by facilitating or impairing
transcription factor function.
Specificity and heterogeneity of genome conformation
Genome conformation is partly cell-type-specific. For instance, the
position of chromosome territories, including regions of intermingling,
varies between cell types87. Moreover, gene association with the nuclear
lamina changes during embryonic-stem-cell differentiation (13–27%
of lamina-associated domains are dynamic88) and up to about 35% of
the genome switches between A and B compartments during cellular
differentiation or reprogramming34,65,78,89,90. Although TADs were first
considered invariant across cell types, a growing body of evidence indicates that around 10–40% of TAD boundaries are cell-type-specific and
that boundary insulation strength is plastic34,54,65,91. However, the most
dynamic parameter of genome conformation is the promoter–enhancer
interactome, in which the probability of specific promoter–enhancer
interactions was found to exhibit a notable degree of cell-state specificity (that is, around 80% of promoters exhibit cell-type-specific contact
frequencies)65,92–94.
Genome conformation also demonstrated substantial cell-type specificity when analysed across the entire spectrum of genome-folding
parameters in single cells95. Single-cell measurements are consistent
with the view that compartments, TADs and loops exist as structural
entities in individual cells, although with various degrees of cell-tocell variability96. The A–B compartment status of genes in single cells
appears to be fairly robust and exhibits a high degree of correlation with
transcriptional activity in the corresponding bulk cell population95,97,
whereas TAD organization was found to be quite variable95,97–99. This
suggests that within individual cells of a population, a given gene tends
to remain associated with either the A or B compartment. By contrast,
the same gene can fluctuate between TADs that differ in size and compaction, perhaps reflecting the continuous formation and dissolution of
CTCF–cohesin loops observed in single-molecule imaging studies100.
Notably, cohesin depletion does not abolish TAD boundary formation
in single cells99; however, it appears essential for preferential boundary
positioning99, explaining the observed loss of distinct TAD boundaries
in population-level Hi-C maps of cohesin-depleted cells99,101.
Implications for transcriptional regulation
Recent studies integrating the dynamics of 3D genome folding and gene
expression during cell differentiation or reprogramming further implicate genome conformation in transcriptional regulation34,65,78,89–91,102.
For example, a time-course analysis of B lymphocytes undergoing synchronous transcription-factor-driven reprogramming into pluripotent stem cells reported notably close links between chromatin state,
genome conformation and gene-expression dynamics34. Thus, as cells
transit between states, overall changes in the spatial organization of
their genomes are intimately coupled with local transcriptional and
chromatin state dynamics—that is, whether genes in these regions
become activated or repressed (Fig. 3b).
How then do the individual features of genome conformation influence gene transcription? Substantial evidence points towards physical
proximity as the prime mechanism through which distal enhancers
control promoter activity5,11. Accordingly, recent experiments using
quantitative microscopy showed that sustained promoter–enhancer
proximity is required for transgene activation in single Drosophila
cells103, and engineered promoter–enhancer interactions in mammalian cells are able to induce gene activation82. Interaction domains of
insulated chromatin regions, such as TADs and loops, are thought to
contribute to gene regulation by restricting the 3D search space in the
nucleus of enhancers and their associated transcription factors to promote specific promoter–enhancer pairings5,104. Compelling evidence
in favour of the importance of TADs for gene regulation comes from
experiments in which a minimal promoter–reporter gene construct
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was randomly integrated in the mouse genome, revealing similar
tissue-specific expression patterns when integrations occurred within
the same TAD105. Moreover, single-molecule transcription-factor imaging in live cells suggests that topological structures confine transcription factor-movement kinetics in the nucleus106. As predicted by these
studies, experimental deletion of TAD boundaries or loop anchors
(for example, through the deletion or inversion of CTCF sites) often
results in altered expression of nearby genes51,72,107–109. In addition,
chromosomal rearrangements can disrupt TAD boundaries, leading
to inappropriate promoter–enhancer connections that can result in
developmental defects or cancer75,77 (reviewed in ref. 110). For example, disruption of a TAD boundary at the WNT6–IHH–EPHA4–PAX3
locus results in the ectopic activation of WNT6, IHH or PAX3 by limbspecific enhancers of the EPHA4 gene, as well as the concomitant loss of
expression of EPHA4 itself. This disruption of genome conformation
and gene regulation causes digit malformations in humans75. TAD
boundary disruption is also associated with repeat expansion disorders, such as fragile X syndrome111.
As mentioned above, the removal of CTCF or cohesin from chromatin leads to a global disruption of TAD structure. Surprisingly, the
marked loss of topological insulation is not accompanied by widespread
transcriptional misregulation (fewer than 1,000 genes were affected,
with predominantly small changes in expression), suggesting a more
limited role of topological domain organization in restraining enhancer
activity63,112,113. This indicates that TAD boundaries either predominantly fine-tune a cell’s transcriptome or that they are important for
the regulation of only a subset of genes. In support of the latter notion,
acute cohesin depletion was most detrimental to the regulation of genes
associated with large enhancer clusters (superenhancers), possibly
owing to induction of strong superenhancer compartmentalization,
which separates these regulatory elements from their target genes101,114.
Additionally, the formation of new contacts between enhancers and
promoters caused by CTCF–cohesin depletion might only result in
altered gene regulation if the cell expresses the relevant transcription
factors capable of recruiting the necessary transcriptional co-regulators.
However, these studies were limited as they examined only short-term
effects of CTCF–cohesin depletion on steady-state gene expression.
In this regard, it is interesting that cohesin depletion was recently found
to predominantly affect endotoxin-inducible gene expression in macrophages115, indicating that TADs and loops are more important for the
establishment of transcriptional networks than for their maintenance.
The functional relevance of the higher-order levels of genome
conformation—such as A–B compartmentalization—for regulating
gene expression is less clear, as manipulation of 3D genome folding at
these levels remains difficult. However, clustering regions of similar
biochemical activity around specific nuclear hallmarks or segregating
them into chromosomal compartments has been proposed to boost
the efficiency of gene regulatory processes by increasing the local concentration of relevant associated factors116. The observation that the
position of a given gene in the nuclear space varies between individual cells (meaning that a gene has different long-range neighbours in
every cell) has been used to argue that compartmentalization and radial
gene positioning in the nucleus are too probabilistic to substantially
affect transcriptional control117. However, the observed robust A–B
compartmentalization of genes in single cells95,97,116, possibly driven
by transcription-factor-mediated condensate formation39,40, suggests
a more important role for chromosomal compartmentalization in transcriptional regulation than previously anticipated (see below).
Relating form to function
A central debate in the field revolves around the causal relationships between genome conformation, the chromatin landscape and
transcription. The presence of specific topological structures is not
sufficient to initiate gene regulatory processes. For instance, tethering
a gene locus to the nuclear lamina does not necessarily induce gene
repression30 and promoter–enhancer interactions can occur without
subsequent gene activation118,119. On the other hand, the process of

transcription has detectable effects on genome conformation68,86,120
and transcriptional activity can be used to accurately model features of
3D genome folding in silico61. However, experimental manipulation of
3D genome conformation has shown that inducing promoter–enhancer
proximity or disrupting TAD boundary insulation can result in altered
gene expression75,82. Conversely, inhibition of transcription does not
disrupt existing genome conformation121,122, nor does it prevent the
establishment or maintenance of 3D genome organization during early
embryonic development (see Box 1). In addition, a recent study showed
that the PAX5 transcription factor is able to modify genome topology
even in the absence of transcription102. Finally, changes in compartments and TAD borders often precede changes in gene expression
during the conversion of somatic cells into pluripotent cells, explaining the different activation kinetics of the key pluripotency genes
Oct4, Nanog and Sox234,123. Therefore, it appears that during cell-fate
conversions, function (transcription) frequently follows form (genome
conformation).
What about the role of the chromatin landscape? Time-resolved analysis of B-cell reprogramming showed that transcription-factor-driven
chromatin state changes (as visualized by H3K4me2 decoration)
occurred either concomitantly with or before compartmentalization
changes, whereas the reverse was rarely observed34. In addition, chromatin compaction or post-translational modifications of histones were
sufficient to alter gene positioning or induce A–B compartment switching30–32. This implies that transcription-factor-mediated modifications
of the epigenome can drive conformational changes—at least at the
level of compartmentalization. Chromatin state dynamics, regulated
by transcription factors and RNAPII, have also been suggested to have
an active role in shaping TADs or intra-TAD interactions61, a plausible
mechanism considering the capacity of transcription factors and coactivators to promote local condensate formation39,40,46,47.
In summary, whereas there is a continuous crosstalk between
transcription, chromatin state and genome conformation (Fig. 3b),
spatial genome (re)organization does not strictly require transcription.
Additionally, alterations of genome conformation induced by transcription factors can create a permissive substrate for subsequent transcriptional changes. Together, these observations indicate that 3D genome
folding holds instructive value for shaping gene-expression programs
during cell-fate specification.
Transcription factor–genome conformation interplay
As discussed at the start of this review, cell identity is thought to emerge
from a dynamic interplay between transcription factors, other chromatin-associated proteins and a spatially organized chromatin landscape
(Fig. 1). Cell-fate-instructive transcription factors are ideally suited to
confer spatiotemporal alterations of the 3D chromatin landscape given
their cell-type-specific expression, responsiveness to signals, DNA
sequence specificity and ability to pioneer non-permissive chromatin.
Yet, genome conformation can restrain or promote the activity of transcription factors engaging with their targets to either impair or facilitate
transcriptional plasticity. We envision four functionally distinct roles
through which genome conformation and its interplay with transcription factors can help to control cell fate (‘barrier’, ‘primer’, ‘optimizer’
and ‘facilitator’ in Fig. 4a, b, c and d, respectively). Although they are
useful for exemplifying how 3D genome organization can influence
gene regulatory processes, the proposed mechanisms often function
in an overlapping and concerted manner.
Genome conformation can act as a ‘barrier’ to phenotypic changes
induced by signals that activate transcription factors, effectively
stabilizing cell identity against perturbations. For example, the
co-localization of genes targeted by co-operating transcription factors—recently visualized using technologies that can detect multi-way chromatin conformations114,124,125—has been proposed to
safeguard the pluripotent stem cell state41,48 (Fig. 4a) (also see Box 1).
For instance, NANOG can directly induce spatial clustering of target
genes to form 3D hubs41,97,126. Likewise, polycomb complexes form
hubs that contain clusters of repressed genes43,48. The spatial proximity
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Box 1

Genome conformation during
embryogenesis and in pluripotent
cells

In 2017, several groups published Hi-C analyses of genome
conformation in mammalian germ cells and during the earliest
stages of development98,146–149. Whereas all cardinal principles of
3D chromatin folding (that is, A and B compartments, TADs and
loops) were readily detectable in sperm149, these features were
much weaker (although detectable) in individual oocytes148. At
the zygote stage, the paternal nucleus maintains both TADs and A
and B compartments, whereas the maternal nucleus specifically
loses the latter98,147, indicating that separate processes drive TAD
formation and A–B compartmentalization. During subsequent
stages of early mouse embryogenesis (two-to-eight-cell stage)
topological features can be detected in both parental genomes,
and become progressively stronger98,146–148. Transcription of the
genome is first initiated at the two-cell stage (referred to as zygotic
genome activation (ZGA)). Transcription inhibitors block ZGA but
do not disrupt the build-up in genome conformation146,147. Similar
analyses performed in developing Drosophila68 or zebrafish150
embryos confirmed that establishing 3D chromatin folding does
not require ZGA.
The first pluripotent stem cells originate in the inner cell mass of
the blastocyst and are the source of embryonic stem cells. Analysing
genome conformation in these highly plastic cells and in induced
pluripotent stem cells has revealed unique aspects of 3D genome
organization in pluripotent cells when compared to somatic cells.
For example, large CTCF-mediated structural loops are generally
less abundant in pluripotent cells91, whereas regions residing in the
pluripotent B compartment engage in fewer specific contacts41,
show weaker overall compartmentalization34,41,65 and interact less
robustly with the nuclear lamina88. These observations indicate that
repression of genes via chromatin compartmentalization is less
efficient in pluripotent stem cells, possibly owing to a weaker HP1αdriven phase separation49. The weaker B compartmentalization in
pluripotent cells might explain the finding that they contain a larger
number of TADs than differentiated cells34,65, perhaps because
weaker B compartmentalization allows for enhanced local TAD
formation via loop extrusion (Fig. 3a). In addition, differentiationassociated genes in pluripotent stem cells, such as Hox genes,
engage in long-range 3D interaction networks mediated by
polycomb proteins to ensure a silent but poised state48. Together,
these results indicate that specialized genome conformations
can contribute to the plasticity of pluripotent cells, aside from
mechanisms that operate at the nucleosomal level151.

of genes controlled by the same regulatory factors is therefore thought
to increase the robustness by which their active or inactive states are
maintained127. Mechanistically, regulatory proteins could form such
3D hubs via homotypic dimerization or through interactions between
low-complexity domains39,40. This in turn would evoke (transient)
phase separation and drive compartmentalization of regulated genes.
Alternatively, genome conformation could directly impede induced
cell-fate changes, as exemplified by topological domains that restrain
the activity of transcription factors bound at their target regulatory
elements110. In addition, as the euchromatin–heterochromatin (or A–B
compartment) phase-separation border appears to act as a barrier to
protein diffusion50, chromatin compartmentalization might prevent
inclusion of activating transcription factor complexes into droplet-like
B compartment domains38. This scenario provides an explanation for
the almost instant activation of the pluripotency gene Oct4—unlike
Sox2—by the Yamanaka transcription factors during B-lymphocyte
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reprogramming, as Oct4 already resides in an A compartment condensate accessible to the transcription factors, whereas Sox2 is incorporated
in the B compartment34 (Fig. 4a).
Chromatin conformation can also act as a ‘primer’ to provide
transcription factors with opportunities to destabilize cellular states
(Fig. 4b). Pre-formed promoter–enhancer interactions can create a
permissive regulatory landscape that primes inactive genes for rapid
activation upon receiving a specific stimulus5. Similar spatial priming
might also occur through the positioning of an inactive gene in the
A compartment (for example, Oct4 in Fig. 4a). In addition, regulatory complexes could use genome conformation to more-efficiently
maintain genes in a developmentally primed state128,129. For example,
polycomb-mediated 3D hubs in pluripotent cells enhance repression
of differentiation-associated genes (a barrier function, see above) but
at the same time ensure that they are maintained in a poised state that
allows for a rapid de-repression when encountering specific differentiation signals (a bivalent state)48,130,131 (Fig. 4b). More generally, 3D
genome conformation in pluripotent stem cells exhibits unique features
that could explain their extraordinary developmental plasticity (Box 1).
Along these lines, topological reorganization mediated by the abundant
chromatin-associated high mobility group B2 (HMGB2) protein was
suggested to prime cells for activation of a senescence program132.
Genome topology can also act as a local ‘optimizer’ of gene expression during transcription-factor-induced cell state transitions (Fig. 4c).
For example, during cell reprogramming, contact frequencies between
promoters and enhancers of pluripotency genes must be accurately
established to ensure correct transcriptional outputs133. During B lymphocyte development, the binding of specific transcription factors to
immunoglobulin gene enhancers ensures that individual variable (V),
diversity (D) or joining (J) segments have equal opportunities to recombine, thus maximizing antigen receptor diversity134. This is achieved
through locus contraction, which enables V segments to move into
close proximity to the recombination centre—even when located more
than a million bases away135,136 (Fig. 4c). Impaired locus contraction
does not prevent recombination and lymphocyte maturation; instead,
it leads to highly skewed recombination of proximal V segments in the
linear genome137–139. Notably, before recombination of the immunoglobulin light chain locus, transcription factors bind enhancers inside
the recombination centre and initiate locus contraction through mostly
random interactions with the megabase-scale V-gene region. In a process called enhancer focusing, differentiation signals then activate additional transcription factors to iteratively optimize these interactions
and establish a highly coordinated enhancer interactome that calibrates
V-segment recombination frequencies134,140 (Fig. 4c).
Finally, topological reorganization itself could act as a ‘facilitator’,
evoking transcriptional plasticity without relying on the activation
of specific signal-responsive regulatory factors. For example, tethering the self-associating domain of LDB1 to the β-globin promoter is
sufficient to induce interactions with LDB1 complexes bound at the
β-globin enhancer, leading to gene activation82 (Fig. 4d). This provides a proof-of-principle for the concept of chromatin looping facilitating cell-fate conversions. As genome conformation is dynamic and
to a certain extent probabilistic, the stochastic occurrence of certain
promoter–enhancer interactions might allow existing transcription
factor complexes to alter gene expression in only a subset of cells141.
Spontaneous variations of genome conformation may thus induce cellfate changes by creating new opportunities for established transcription factor networks to shape gene-expression programs, including
disease-associated transcriptional changes110. Such a mechanism has
been described for haematopoietic cells containing a rearrangement
in chromosome 3 that incorporates a GATA2 enhancer into the TAD
containing the EVI1 oncogene (Fig. 4d). This newly created genome
configuration induces EVI1 overexpression and a decrease of GATA2
levels, leading to cell transformation and cancer142.
In summary, changes in cell-state-specific 3D genome conformation can create either barriers or opportunities for regulatory factors to
safeguard or destabilize a cell’s transcriptome. Iterative interactions of
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to shape cell identity. Four scenarios with examples of how 3D genome
conformation may modulate transcription-factor-induced cell-state
transitions (that is, a signalling-dependent change from state X to
state Y). a, Genome conformation functions as a barrier for phenotypic
change. Left, the NANOG transcription factor forms a hub (for example,
through condensate formation (green shading)) to cluster its target genes
(Klf2, Sall1 and Irx are shown) and to robustly maintain their expression
levels41. Right, during OSKM-induced B lymphocyte reprogramming,
the OSKM transcription factors are able to access the Oct4 locus, which
locates to the phase-separated A compartment. However, OSKM is
excluded from the Sox2 locus located in the B compartment. This
results in faster activation of Oct4 than Sox234. b, Genome conformation
functions as a primer. Left, combinations of transcription factors can
facilitate chromatin loop formation (here formed by loop extrusion, as
indicated by the yellow ring and convergent triangles, see Fig. 3a) before
actual gene activation. Right, polycomb group (PcG) proteins form hubs
to maintain their genes in a silent-but-poised state (various Hox gene
clusters48 are shown). c, Genome conformation functions as an optimizer.

Left, during B lymphocyte differentiation, transcription factors induce
locus contraction (shown as a ‘rosette’, in part mediated by loop extrusion)
at immunoglobulin loci to induce spatial proximity between the various
variable (V) genes and the enhancers (depicted as a purple rectangle next
to the D and J gene segments) in the recombination centre (yellow shaded
region), optimizing individual V-gene accessibility for recombination136.
Right, interactions between V-gene enhancers and promoters at
immunoglobulin loci in B-cell progenitors are initially imprecise and
random. Signal-responsive transcription factors (indicated by the
yellow heptagon) then focus the enhancers to be more specific for certain
V genes, reflected by individual V-gene recombination efficiencies140
(as indicated by +). d, Genome conformation functions as a facilitator.
Left, tethering of a ZnF–LDB1 fusion protein to the β-globin promoter
induces promoter–enhancer loop formation and, subsequently, gene
activation using the existing transcription factor network82. Right,
chromosomal rearrangements incorporate a GATA2 enhancer (purple
triangle) into the EVI1-containing TAD, resulting in EVI1 oncogene
activation, GATA2 silencing and malignant transformation142.
ZnF, zinc finger.

transcription factors with cofactors and the epigenome in the context of
specific genome conformations then catalyse self-organizing processes
(for example, the formation of phase-separated condensates) to specify
new gene-expression programs and cell identities. Such gradual but
progressive changes in genome topology and gene expression are consistent with recent evidence obtained from single-cell gene-expression
analyses of mouse and human haematopoietic cells. This body of work
suggests that multipotent progenitors separate into different lineages
through a continuum of intermediate cell states, rather than via abrupt
binary switches143.

is this related to their capacity to act as pioneers, binding to nucleosomal DNA6? Perhaps it is the ability of cell-fate-instructive transcription
factors to modulate 3D genome organization at multiple levels, including the formation of phase-separated condensates39, that endows them
with their unique cell reprogramming capacity.
The concept of phase separation is attracting attention, as it represents a simple and intuitive mechanism that can explain the tendency
of the genome to compartmentalize similar biochemical processes.
Nevertheless, additional experiments are required to test whether
phase-separated condensates are essential for establishing and maintaining genome conformation, from large-scale A–B compartmentalization down to local promoter–enhancer interactions. Additionally, it
is unclear whether there are functionally distinct condensates formed
by different transcription factors and co-activators, and—if so—what
drives their specificity, and how many types of chromatin-containing
condensates exist. Selective interactions between low-complexity disordered transcription-factor domains provide a possible mechanism
for creating spatial hubs between specific genes and their regulatory
elements39,40. Future work aimed at elucidating the biochemical and
structural basis of transcription-factor-driven phase separation may
reveal new layers of regulatory information encoded in the structure
of these factors.
Although there is widespread agreement that genome form and function are intimately connected, their causal relationship remains controversial. Tackling the form–function nexus will require sophisticated

Perspectives

The study of the 3D genome is rapidly becoming an integral aspect in
our understanding of cell-fate specification as it occurs during embryonic development, adult cell differentiation and cell reprogramming.
Recent discoveries have shed light on the mechanisms that drive our
genome to adopt specific conformations, but much remains to be investigated. Further work is needed to dissect the molecular details that
underlie loop extrusion and compartmentalization, two seemingly
opposing processes that represent the engines of 3D chromatin organization in mammals. This is needed to understand how transcription
factors and other regulatory proteins interact with these topological
engines to shape the gene-expression programs that determine a cell’s
identity. For example, do cell-fate-instructive transcription factors have
unique abilities to alter or exploit genome conformation34,102, and if so,
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new approaches, such as programmable editing of 3D genome organization144 and technologies capable of simultaneously measuring
changes in genome conformation and gene transcription in single cells.
Another area of interest is the development of methods to systematically investigate the causal relationship between condensate formation
and parameters of genome conformation. Importantly, future research
addressing how cells decide their fate must include the temporal dimension. Thus, studying the cellular interpretation of genomic information
at the 3D level alone is no longer sufficient: it should be considered as
a ‘4D affair’ in both space and time.
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